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General Instruction:  

 The first 15 minutes have been allotted for reading this question paper. These 15 minutes  have to be used by the 

candidates for thorough silent reading of the question paper. During this period, the students will not write any answer 

on the answer- book and the question paper. The students should start writing on the next stroke of the bell.     

 Do not write any answer on the question paper. 

 Write in neat and clean handwriting. All questions are compulsory. 

 

 

I. Choose the correct answer-    (1x20=20) 

 

1. Data that goes into a computer is termed as;       (1) 

a. input   b. output  c. processed  d. Information 

 

2. The result of processing is known as;         (1) 

a. input   b. output  c. processing  d. Storage 

 

3. A set of computer instructions is called a _______.       (1) 

a. program   b. problem  c. command  d. Input 

 

4. The program that is executed as soon as you switch on your machine is called as;   (1) 

a. booting   b. loader  c. bootstrap loader d. none of these 

 

5. The box that contains the CPU and other electronic components is called as;    (1)  

a. CPU cabinet  b. motherboard c. input box   d. computer box 

 

6. Full form of ENIAC is:           (1) 

 a. Electronic Numerical Integrator Analyser and Calculator  

b. Electrical Number Integrator and Computer 

c. Electrical Numerical Insulator and Calculator 

d. none of these 

 

7. Muhammed Ibn Musa Al Khowarizni developed first ______ in 12th century.   (1) 

a. program   b. algorithm  c. task   d. Process 
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8. The first microprocessor was developed by,        (1)  

a. Intel   b. IBM  c. Apple systems d. none of these 

 

9. The first computer made available for commercial use:      (1)  

a. ENIAC   b. EDSAC  c. Mark-I  d. UNIVAC 

 

10. Which was the high level language, not used in 2nd generation?     (1)  

a. COBOL   b. BASIC  c. C++  d. FORTRAN 

 

11. The backup in which a ‘mirror image’ is made of entire hard disk contents is   (1)  

a. backup  b. full backup  c. incremental backup  d. none of these 

 

12. Identify the antivirus software among the following.      (1)  

a. Nortan antivirus  b.McAfee  c. Quick heal d. all of these 

 

13. Programs shared by all the users in a network.       (1)  

a. Library programs b. Sub-routines c. User programs d. My programs 

 

14. ______ translate low level language program and assembly language program into machine code.  

a. Assembler  b. Loader  c. Compiler  d. Interpreter     (1) 

 

15. Which of these is not an operating system software?      (1) 

a. DOS  b. Mac OS  c. Windows XP   d. Windows 3.1 

 

16. Read the statement given below and answer-        (1)  

OS stands for Optical System. 

a. True  b. False  c. both of these  d. none of these  

 

17. Read the statement given below and answer-        (1)  

Charles Babbage is known as the Father of Computers. 

a. True  b. False  c. both of these  d. none of these 

 

18. Read the statement given below and answer-       (1)  

VLSI stands for very large scale integration. 

a. True  b. False  c. both of these  d. none of these 

 

19. Read the statement given below and answer-       (1)  

Digital Computers work on continuous physical quantities. 

a. True  b. False  c. both of these  d. none of these 

 

20. Read the statement given below and answer-        (1) 

The wider the bus, the more quickly data can flow. 

a. True  b. False  c. both of these  d. none of these 
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II. Short Answer Questions.            (2x5=10) 

1. What is a data processing machine?         (2) 

2. Explain the meaning of hardware.         (2) 

3. Why were the transistors better than the valves for computers?     (2) 

4. Explain the purpose of Antivirus programs.        (2) 

5. Why are utility programs necessary for the computer?      (2) 

 

III. Answer the following.            (3x5=15) 

1. How are analog, digital and hybrid computers different from each other?    (3) 

2. Write a short note on ENIAC.          (3) 

3. Name any two computers of the following generation:      (3) 

a. First Generation 

b. Second Generation 

c. Fourth Generation 

4. What is the difference between a Compiler and an Interpreter?     (3) 

5. Define software. What is system software?        (3) 

IV. Draw the diagram of the Machine Cycle.           (5x1=5) 

 

 

 

                            ***** 


